Real-world evidence (RWE) is a ubiquitous conversation topic in discussions on the current health technology assessment (HTA) landscape for biotech and biopharma assets. By now it is widely known that RWE is an unavoidable part of drug development and should be given thorough consideration, ideally early on; a simple online search for “the importance of real-world evidence in HTA” reaps thousands of results. High-quality practice guidelines lead the way to explaining how to develop robust RWE, e.g., through the Innovative Medicines Initiative’s (IMI) GetReal project, the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research’s (ISPOR) RWE task force, and other instructional articles.\textsuperscript{1,2} Despite the availability of such guidance, often health technology assessment bodies, payers, and even regulators do not regard submissions of real-world data or evidence as manufacturers hoped they would. The aim of this article is to discuss the current use of real-world data and evidence in HTA and payer appraisals, its potential role in lifecycle management, and how the early dialogue provided by Integrated Scientific Advice (ISA) engagement can be used as a key tool in real-world evidence generation planning.

RWE is defined by the ISPOR task force as being obtained from the process of analyzing real-world data (RWD), which in turn is defined as data gathered outside randomized clinical trials (RCTs), e.g., through routine clinical practice.\textsuperscript{1}
The nature of this data implies that it is less controlled and thus more prone to bias than the data obtained from an RCT. As a result, implementation of robust RWE plans can be almost as work-intensive as planning for an RCT, but the return on investment is not always as obvious to manufacturers. RWE planning also requires significant internal collaboration and “buy-in” across teams as it affects, at a minimum, the clinical, regulatory, HEOR, and market access functions. In the light of this effort, is developing RWE worth the effort?

The impact of RWE in HTA decision making as of today has been explored by multiple stakeholders and interested parties, and results show a clear trend towards more use and impact of real-world evidence in HTA decision making, however, they also outline apparent limitations.

- A conference presentation from 2018 outlines the use and impact of RWE in appraisals by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom (UK), the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) in Australia, the Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS) in France, and the pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR) in Canada in non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) drugs, where the authors found that RWE was used as supportive evidence for efficacy in a majority of NICE, PBAC, and pCODR appraisals.

- A further research article shows citation of real-world prevalence data in a majority of melanoma drug appraisals and just under half of the 52 reviewed appraisals utilized RWE effectiveness data.

- A study from the London School of Economics shows that RWE is being used mainly in accelerated access by regulators and in re-assessment by HTA bodies.

While these delineate a clear place for RWE in HTA and regulatory decision making today, it can be seen that currently RWE mainly finds use in cost-effectiveness markets. Furthermore, it emerged that the HTA policies within these cost-effectiveness markets are most favorable regarding the use of RWE in evaluations. Nonetheless, most countries’ policies clearly state that most weight in decision making is to be given to RCT data.

An interesting observation that emerged during this review was that markets that do not utilize cost-effectiveness analyses in their HTA appraisal procedures also do not seem to utilize RWE for decision making to a large extent. This observation might merit further investigation, as it might suggest that markets not using cost-effectiveness data are still establishing appraisal processes for RWE, creating ambiguity but also opportunity for manufacturers when developing RWE strategies for the markets with larger potential sales volume.

Part of the reason for not using RWE might be the lack of perceived rigor required from evidence as outlined in the law or data protection requirements, as is the case in Germany. However, given the challenges brought by new medicines with long-term effects, such as CAR-T and other gene therapies, those markets currently not using cost-effectiveness data and RWE may need to start considering RWE more in their drug appraisals.

It is, by now, commonly known that healthcare systems are under increasing pressure from innovative, long-term effectiveness therapies that are expensive and come with much uncertainty in terms of their long-term impact. As a response, many stakeholders across healthcare systems are starting to look at lifecycle management of drugs. For example, EUnetHTA is dedicating a whole workstream in a Joint Action to lifecycle management, implying a continuous need for data on every asset launched.

Lifecycle management of drugs that incorporates the use of RWE is an increasingly discussed topic as well; large conferences, including the 2019 HTAi conference that Evidera staff attended, gave this topic key importance. A main example cited during the conference was CAR T-cell therapies, where long-term evidence and RWE that have emerged since launch suggest that CAR-T may not be as effective in the long term as initially hoped or projected. Similar results may become reality with regards to other gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies in light of the waning effect over time. This constitutes a “perfect storm” for healthcare systems with gene therapies.
Early Engagement with ISA Can Help Shape RWE Plans

Integrated Scientific Advice is a multi-stakeholder advice process that brings together regulatory advice (either with country-level agencies or the European Medicines Agency [EMA]) and HTA advice (either with individual country-level agencies or multi-country collaborations). Early engagement with ISA is a valuable strategy to refine and evaluate evidence generation plans and align them with regulators’ and HTA bodies’ needs (See Figure 1). However, a vital question emerges: do regulatory agencies and HTA bodies require a discussion on the plans for developing real-world evidence during scientific advice and to what level are they willing to discuss it?

Historically, regulatory agencies have often requested RWD and RWE as mandatory post-launch evidence commitments. They are vital tools to enhance existing safety and efficacy data in the long term to satisfy approval requirements. HTA bodies have been traditionally more hesitant to consider RWE and RWD in initial PRMA assessments and thus did not frequently request or consider it. However, contrary to past experience, a new trend seems to be emerging. Evidera has engaged in several early scientific advice and ISA processes in 2018 and 2019 and a shift has been observed in the form of increased requests for and clarifications on RWE and RWD generation. Particularly in the list of issues provided to manufacturers as part of the EU parallel advice program, more requests on RWE planning, e.g., for observational trials and registries, were seen. It seems requests for RWE and the willingness to discuss its inclusion now come equally from HTA bodies and regulators during EMA-HTA Parallel Consultation.

Despite the increasing demand and interest in RWE observed, a key challenge in terms of impact on outcomes remains as was summarized by the former head of NICE scientific advice, Dr. Leeza Osipenko, in an interview with Evidera in 2018: “… unfortunately there is a strong move to start using RWE in place of, rather than in addition to, properly collected and analysed data which are needed to establish relative clinical effectiveness of the intervention. RWE often produces more noise than clinically relevant information.”

To avoid having carefully collected RWE or RWD categorized as noise, it will be important for manufacturers to understand requirements in the exact context of their product. General themes that emerged from reviewing scientific advice feedback are in line with good practice guidelines and pointers given by EMA; RWE should provide:

- Collection of long-term effectiveness and safety outcomes
- Assurance that manufacturers are prepared to support their therapies throughout the lifecycle
- Preparation by the manufacturer to actively contribute to the development and improvement of overall disease area outcomes
- Generation of data that applies to different healthcare systems and treatment patterns as an acknowledgement

Figure 1. Timeline for Inclusion of RWE Generation Strategy and ISA
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<td>Implement RWE generation plan</td>
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</tr>
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that variation inside a randomized clinical trial, and thus local applicability of trial data, is limited.

- Demonstration that therapies provide satisfactory relative value in a clinical landscape that is continually evolving, particularly in some disease areas such as cancer.

This review also revealed how HTA bodies do not want RWE or RWD to be used, as emphasised by other stakeholder voices, e.g., members of the Cochrane collaboration:

- Evidence collection to circumvent gathering of sufficient clinical trial evidence
- A tool targeted at collection of evidence on a therapy in isolation from the system, e.g., product registry planning versus integration into a disease registry.

**Global Collaboration is Needed to Improve the Value of RWE**

Overall, RWE has established itself as a key part of an asset’s evidence generation plan, but it seems that the exact use and design of RWE to make an impact on regulatory and HTA decision making is yet to be defined. In particular, markets not currently using cost-effectiveness data should hold manufacturers’ attention, as the role of RWE in these markets seems to be in the early shaping process.

A team at HTAi proposed key focus areas to be developed in order to further the importance and place of RWE in market access, including global collaboration to provide leadership in the form of an accreditation body and establishment of common legal and methodological frameworks. At the HTAi Global Policy Forum conference in January 2019, it could be seen that this work has already begun in the form of EUnetHTA’s Work Package 5, titled “Life Cycle Approach to Improve Evidence Generation.”

The objective of this work package is to help generate robust evidence for health technologies (pharmaceuticals or others) all along the technology lifecycle; it consists of two strands: (A) Early dialogues (initial evidence generation) and (B) Post-launch Evidence Generation and Registries.

Scientific advice/early dialogues with HTA bodies and regulatory agencies offer manufacturers an optimal approach for early development of integrated, cross-functional evidence generation plans which, for four key reasons, are particularly applicable to more novel fields like RWE.

1. Early cross-functional alignment on requirements can avoid last-minute shifts in evidence planning that can be very costly; a side benefit of needing to write a briefing book.

2. Participating in scientific advice generates alignment and marks a willingness to communicate with regulators and HTA bodies, meaning that evidence plans are less likely to be dismissed than those without official consultation.

3. Advice will be situational and applicable to the exact asset in question, hence avoiding ambiguity in evidence planning due to interpretation of general guidelines without dialogue.

4. It allows manufacturers to enter the conversation on the place of RWE in evidence generation plans outside of political discussions, further helping to shape the current landscape.

The global PRMA landscape is seemingly shifting towards demands for iterative demonstration of value in real-world populations in order for therapies to earn and maintain their place in clinical pathways. In such an environment, ISA represents an opportunity to gain early external and internal cross-functional alignment on RWE strategy and goals for new therapies at launch and beyond (See Figure 2).
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